Save over $800 on 2000i
A Great Product Gets Better
The Rimage 2000i is the premier product of its type in the
marketplace today. The 2000i features all-steel construction for
long term durability, a great HP inkjet print engine, robust Rimage
software, and so much value for the dollar that we know you will
want to share it with others on your network. We’d like to help!
Effective February 1, you can buy a 2000i with OfficeNet
software for only $95 over the un-networked price. This offer
saves you over $800 compared to normal system and software
pricing. This promotion will be available through all of our Value
Added Resellers in the US and Canada through June 30th, 2011.

What is OfficeNet?

With OfficeNet, you receive a full client/server
software package. The server portion gets loaded
on the PC that you connect to the 2000i itself. The
client portion can then be loaded onto any number
of remote PCs on your network. These remote users
can then run QuickDisc and send jobs to the server
PC that you just connected to the 2000i. Here is
a handy guide to all of the networking options
available from Rimage.
With this network option, you will have the best of
both worlds – a robust disc publishing platform at a
low acquisition price, and the ability to have others
submit jobs remotely, saving all of you time and
money!
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WebQD/WebRSM for job submission and system management
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Discflow and networking for Macs
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Streaming for greater throughput
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Overlapped recording and downloading for greater throughput
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Blu-ray recording option available
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Spanned sets of discs
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Software Functionality
Basic networking software/remote client access for PCs

Rimage Video Protect
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DDP Option
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Full caching for each recorder for greater throughput
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For more details, visit
www.rimage.com

